1 A motion to approve the committee minutes dated May 12th, 2020, as presented:
Motion P Second J
Petrey Y Janachowski Y Kissane Y

2 Update on Grant(s)-Possible Subcontractors
Village Engineer Brink reviewed his recommended sub consultants for the sports arena project. The committee agreed to accepting his recommendations and putting this matter on the next board agenda on June 17, 2020.

3 Census update
IL = 65.8% response rate, VOH = 76.9%
2010 VOH response rate was 76.5%

4 Walmart rebate update
Still awaiting Walmart’s acceptance of our computations

5 Post-Budget Passing update
Final FY cash basis revenue closer to $6.15M. Budgeted revenues are on pace for what we are actually seeing but it is very early in the fiscal year and the full effects of the pandemic likely have not been felt.

6 Update on 2019 MFT Project
Thermo was completed but there may be some needed on 167th St. Brink to follow up.

7 Update on 2020 MFT Project
Precon meeting set for 6-15. Brink working on layout and is on his way to VOH.
8 Spring Clean Reschedule
TRY TO RESCHEDULE FOR THE WEEKEND THAT WAS SUPPOSED TO BE PIP. BRIAN WILL COORDINATE WITH WASTE MANAGEMENT.

9 Miscellaneous
THE VILLAGE WILL OPEN BACK UP TO THE PUBLIC ON MONDAY, JUNE 15. SAFETY PROTOCOLS HAVE BEEN PUT IN PLACE AND PROPER CLEANING AND PPE EQUIPMENT HAS BEEN SECURED.
SECONDLY, WE THINK THE DIAL A RIDE SERVICE WILL BEGIN TOO. WE ARE WAITING ON WORD FROM PACE TO MAKE SURE THEY ARE OKAY WITH OUR PLAN.
TRUSTEE HASTINGS II ASKED THAT STAFF RESEARCH A CODE RED TYPE SERVICE AND REPORT BACK.

A motion to adjourn at: 8:00

Motion   P   Second   J
Petrey Y   Janachowski Y   Kissane Y

Trustee Petrey